Absfruct-An algorithm for constructing minimal linear h i t edimensional realizations (a minimal partial realization) of an unknown (possibly infinite-dimensional) system from an external description as given by its Markov parameters is presented. It is shown that the resulting realization in essence models the transient response of the unknown system. If the unknown system is linear, this technique can be used to 6nd a smaller dimensional linear system having the same transient characteristics. If the unknown system is nonlinear, the technique can be used either 1) to determine a useful nonlinear model, or 2) to determine a linear model, both of which approximate the transient response of the nonlinear system. W I. INTRODVCTION HEX OKE designs a new system, t.he performance requirements of the system, as given by an inputoutput descript.ion, must be specified. The design is completed when the specification is met by connecting some physical conlponents, resulting in a state description. Furthermore, if one has a syst,em and n-ishes to derive a mathematical model (stat,e description) , the externally observed data. input-output descript,ion must also be used.
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The translation of one description into another is an import,ant problem which, while noted and discussed in t.he late 1930'~~ first became clear when Kalman [5] proved a theorem which showed that the input-output description reveals only t,he cont.rollable and observable part of a dynamical system, and that this pa.rt is a dynamica,l system 1vit.h the snmllest state-space dimension among syst,ems having the same input-output relations. Henceforth, the determination of an internal description from a.n inputoutput description became known as the minimal realization problem.
The minimal realization, problem was first solved by Gilbert [ Z ] who, with the restriction that each element of the t,ransfer-function matrix has distinct poles, ga,ve an algorithm for computing the map, i.e., transfer-function matrix t.0 stat,e-va.riable differential equations. At the same t,ime, Kalman [SI gave an algorithm for this same problem by P. Dorato which reduced the state space of a nonminimal realization until it became minimal. Ho and Ihlman [4] approached this problem from a new viewpoint. They showed tha,t the minimal realization problem is equivalent to a representation problem involving an infinite sequence of real matrices Y;, i = 1 , --a , known as the Markov parameters. They then gave a.n algorithm for computing the map { YiJISiS, + sta.te-variable differential equations.
However, this algorithm has three implicit assumptions.
1) The transfer function is knom-n exactly.
) There a.re an infinite number of Markov paranleters
3) The underlying system is finit,e dimensional. available.
Since a tra.nsfer function can be represented as a power series in the Alarkov parameters [4], e.g., in the continuous case Z ( s ) = Ci=lX where s is bhe complex number, assumptions 1) and 2) are equivalent. Also, if 3) is true, then 2) can be removed, since a finite number of Markov parameters is sufficient to determine a realization for a finite-dimensional system. I n this paper it mill be assumed that only partial informat,ion about the syst.em is available in t,he form of a finite sequence of Markov parameters ( YI, ---,I7~v0) , Yi = HFi-'G. This will be called t,he partial realization problem, Le., the realization of all systems whose first N o Markov parameters are equal to the given sequence. The determinat,ion of realizat,ions with the smallest sta.te-space dimension whose first N o Markov parameters are equal to the given sequence will be called the minimal partial realization problem. The solution of the minimal partial realization problem will be discussed in Section VIII. The following cla.ims can be made for this solution.
1) From the computational standpoint, the solution is attmctive, since only simple numerical operations are needed.
2) Given experimental input-output data, there is no reason to assume the underlying system is finite-dimensional. If the dimension is finite, the solution w i l l give an exact realization with the correct dimension as more information is obtained. 
for the continuous-time case, where t is the time, R: (?z X 1) , u ( p X l ) , and y(m X 1) are real vectors, and F , G, and H are matrices with real elements with sizes n X n , 72 X p , and m X 71, respectively. The dimension of the system is equal to the size of F.
The external description of a linear system may be stated in either the time domain or in the transform domain. For system (1) , the time-domain description is
given by the pulse-response function
while t,he transform-domain description is given by the transfer function
For system ( 2 ) , the impulse-response function is
Markov parameters. Hence a new definition of equivalent system, which w i l l be used for the remainder of this paper, follows from these results.
DeJinition 3: Two systenls Z1 a.nd Z? are equivalent if and only if they have the same Markov parameters.
THE REALIZATION PROBLEM
As shown in the previous section, the input-output description of both continuous-and discrete-time systems are completely specified by the Narkov parameters (Definition I ) , which are in turn explicitly defined by the matrices { F,G,H 1, which completely describe the internal description of both continuous-and discrete-time systems (I), (2) . Therefore, the minimal realization problem can be stat,ed (for either continuous-or discrete-time systems) in terms of the Markov parameters.
Minimal Rea.Zization Problem
Given a sequence of rn X p constant matrices { Y i ) 1 5 i 5 ~0, find a. triple {F,G,H} of constant matrices such For later results, it will be useful to define the notion of equiva.lence. Two systems a.re norma,lly said to be equivalent if and only if they have the same output response for all inputs. For systems described by (1) and (2) this can be formalized by the following definition.
Dejnition 2: Two systems Z1 and Z2 are equivalent if and only if they have the same 1) impulse-response function for the continuous ca.se, a.nd 2 ) pulse-response function for the discrete-time case, i.e.,
1)
HlePl'G~ = H?eF"Gt,
However, it can be shou-n that there exists a commonality by which both continuous-and discrete-time systems can be described, namely, the infinite sequence of ma.trices ) there is a.n infinite number of Mwkov paramet.ers availa,ble and 2) the unknown system is finitedimensiona.1, me can deternine a minima.1 realization { F , G , H ) . This can be accomplished using an algorithm n-hich has become known as Hots algorithm. This will be stated here but, not proved. The proof can be found elsewhere and E , be
Then
Finally, there is one property of minimal realization which will be used later and is, in itself, one of the most interesting and important results discovered in realization theory. Anticipating the part.ia1 realization description of syst e m , i t i s necessa.ry to introduce some terminology. The determination of a realization, if there exists any, which satisfies Definition 6 will be called the partial realization problem. The determination of a realization satisfying Definition 7 trill be called the minimal partial realization problem.
T: . THE PARTIAL REALIZATION COKCEPT FOR

DISCRETE SYSTEMS
Let Z be a discrete-time system (1) of dimension m (rn may be infinite). Assuming zero initial conditions, the output of 2, y(i), is related to the inputs u ( i ) via the Markov parameters by t.he formulas
Let Z* be a partial realization of order No of 2. Then me can state the following result. 
Proof: The result is obvious from (8).
This proposition shows that if we have a discrete-time system and if only the output is desired (the sta.tes of t.he system are truly abstract quantities) for a finite number of time values, a partial realization, if there exists one, models the original syst.em exactly for the first N o time values.
If we are given the transform-domain description "(2) (4) of a discrete-time system, sF'e can consider T ( z ) as a power series expansion (see Proposition 1)
(Lemma 1) there exists a t least one which has a. smaller dimension than the others. This ca.n be seen by noting t,hat according to Lemma 1 there always exists a partial realizat.ion of finit.e dimension 71'. Since the set of dimensions less than or equal to 72' is finite, t,he minimum will be attained.
Hou-ever, what are the properties of minimal partial realizations? Are they unique in the sense of Proposition 4? Can \\-e calculate the minimal dimension in a similar manner as in Proposition 3? Can we construct a minimal partial realization directly from the given data? These are the quest.ions n-hich have yet to be answered. This is the problem 11-e intend to solve and u-hose complete solution will be found in the follouing sections.
VIII. THE A~INIMAL PARTIAL REALIZATIOK PROBLEM
Here a partial realization of order N o is equivalent to I n Section 111, the minimal realization problem for matching the first N o terms of T ( z ) real finite-dimensional linear constant dynamical systenls was discussed and a solution (Ho's algorithm) was given.
In Sections Ilr-VII, the partial realization problem (Defi-VI. THE PARTIAL REALIZATIOK CONCEPT FOR CONTIhXOUS SYSTEMS If we are given the transfer function Z(s) (6), or the impulse-response function W ( t ) (5) of a continuous-time system, we can consider these as power series expansions (Proposition 1)
respectively. Therefore, the partial realization concept of continuous-t,ime systems is clearly equivalent to matching the first, ATo ternls of 2 (s) or W ( t ) The resulting minimal partia.1 realization Z -{ F,G,H] clearly satisfies Definition 7. The realization is unique (in the sense of Proposit,ion 4) since the extension sequence Therefore, assume that the realizability criterion is not satisfied a.nd consider t,he incomplete Hankel array associat,ed with a given pa.rtia1 sequence { 1'1, ---, Y x , } where the positions indicated by the asterisks ase left blank, since no data is available. Obviously, a lower bound for the dimension of any ext,ension can be obt.ained by counting the number of linearly independent r o m (or columns) already in (IO), since t.heir number cannot decrease when the asterisks are filled in. Since the row rank of a matrix is equal to its column rank, it is sufficient t,o count the linearly independent rows.
Lemma 3
Let { Yl, * -, YK,} be a finite sequence of m X p matrices with rea.1 elements and let 2 be a partial realization whose first N o Alarkov para.meters are equal to the given sequence. Then the dimension of a minimal partial realization 432 min dim 2 satisfies the following inequa.lity:
Proof: See t.he Appendix. Therefore, n(N0) is the lower bound of the dimension of the minimal realization for any extension of the partia.1
However, as of yet, we have not proven the existence of extensions for which n.(No) is the dimension of the resulting realization. It does turn out that this lower bound ca.n be achieved for suitably chosen extensions. 
PHN<(N,,) , A T ( N~) = P H N~( N~) + I , x ( N~) = PHN,(NO) . N ( N~) + I
for that extension. Sote that, the ra.nks of G and H are clearly related to h r and hr'. Since hr' and N are constant over all partial realizations with dimension 11 ( N o ) (if there exist, a,ny) , the ranks of G and H should also remain consta,nt, and therefore be invariants. So we will assume that P(N0) > No. Also, the argument is dropped from n( .), N'( -) , and N ( -) for this proof.
XII. T H E
If there does exist an extension 3) whose realization has dimension n, then I ) , 2), and 4) are true by Lemmas 3 and 4 and Corollary I, respectively. Therefore, a.11 we have to do is show the existence of such an extension. This will be done by a method by which the extension may actually 1 A similar result was discovered independently and simultane-
TETHER: hiINIMAL I.Ih'E.4R STATE-VARI.4BLE YODELS
Now we pass to the last block row of Hx,-v+~,A-. The parts of the linearly dependent roxs of the last block row of HATo-A~+l,x in the last block row of H2v,,v+,,x will still be linea,rly dependent with the previously computed element,s for beca.use of Ike special nature of the Hankel pattern. We nom-consider the linearly dependent rows in the last block row of HAr0-x+2,x-l which were linearly independent in t.he last block row of Hx,.v+~,.v. The corresponding rows of I's,+I in HA-,--Y+?,s a.re filled in to preserve linea,r dependence as bef0r.e. Here these rows of Ynrdl could be nonunique since Lemma 2 n1a.y not, be valid.
If there are still rox-s in the last block rou-of H-vO-x+2,x--l which are independent, we go to the last block row-of H.%r0-A7+3,~-2 and so on until linear dependence of all r o~s is obt&ined. This always happens since the last block row of HTf+1,5-,-p is defined to be linearly dependent on . .
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XIV. COSCLUSIOK
The realiza,tion problem of multiple input-output linear const.ant systems when only partial information is available has been solved in the preceding sections of this paper.
The For discrete-time systems, the problem corresponds to determining a transfer-function matrix (4) or impulseresponse function (3) \--hose first No Markov parameters are equal to the given finite sequence. However, because of Proposition 5, we can say that the resulting realization is an excellent approximation of the transient-response for the first No time values. Hence the theory developed in this paper can be used directly in discrete-time problems where the input-output relationships are of concern for a finite a,mount of time.
Also, the unlznon-n system need not be linear for this theory to apply. If the system under consideration (known or unknown) is truly linear and only the transient (initial) response is under consideration, the minimal partial realization can be used to reduce the size of the original system.
If the system is nonlinea.r, the minimal partial realization concept can be used to obtain a linear model of the system which approximates the initial or transient response of the system for a given input. If minimal partial realimtions are then obtained for various input,s, it may be possible to 1) determine a useful nonlinear model of the system by noting how the individual elements of F, G, and H vary with the different inputs, or 2) determine a linear model which approximates the transient response of the unknowm system for inputs of interest. Note that Hj+l,wo-i and Hj,x0-j consist only of the given sequence of matrices. Hence for any extension whose realization has dimension n (hr,) .
Q.E.D.
